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Rating of Formal Methods

Agenda

Introduction and Motivation
Preliminaries
Antecedent Failure
Vacuity Detection 
State Coverage
Completeness of a Specification
Conclusion
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Simulation-Based HW Verification

System Under Verification (SUV)
Stimulus

Generation
Response

Monitor

Automatic
Checker

Hardware Model by Itself is not Executable
needs input stimuli (stimulus generator)
recording of output signals (response monitor)
can have automatic checking of expected vs. received output
test-bench for the System Under Verification (SUV)
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Coverage in Simulation

Why Coverage? Simulation is Inherently Incomplete
user needs to supply stimulus
code contains data dependent branching
code contains storage elements
usually not feasible to supply all possible combinations of input 
vectors

Determine How Much of the Code has been Exercised
code

line, branch
circuit structure

toggle coverage, register activity
state-space

state, transition, path

What is Coverage?
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Formal HW Verification

Model Checking
check whether the implementation satisfies the specification
no input-stimuli supplied
verified properties hold for all possible input stimuli
properties: temporal propositional logics (LTL, CTL)
implementation: finite state system

System Under
Verification

(Implementation)

Specification

Environmental
Constraints

Properties

property is satisfied for model
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Coverage in Formal Verification

Why Coverage? Specification is Written by User
incorrect properties
not enough properties
environment is over constrained

A Measure for the Quality of Properties
antecedent failure
vacuity detection
state coverage
completeness of properties

What is Coverage?
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Prerequisites - Kripke Structure

Kripke Structure M = (S, S0, R, L)
S: finite set of states
S0: set of initial states
R: transition relation 
L: labeling function
AP: set of atomic propositions

In our example:
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Prerequisites - LTL and CTL

Linear Time Logic (LTL)
only one possible computation (or path) is considered

usually LTL formulas are implicitly meant to hold for all 
possible paths

temporal operators: Fp, Gp, Xp, pUq

Computation Tree Logic (CTL)
all possible paths are taken into account
temporal operators: Fp, Gp, Xp, pUq
path quantifiers: A, E
each temporal operator has to be immediately preceded by a 
path quantifier

ACTL
basically CTL without E
additional weak-until operator pVq

p must hold forever or until q eventually holds

p

p

p,q

p

p

p

p,q

q

q

q

s0

s1

s2

s3

s0

s2

s1

s0

s3

s3
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Antecedent Failure
Definition A formula is trivially true (always satisfied) because:

the pre-condition (antecedent) never gets true

Consider the following property
every request req has to be followed by an acknowledge ack

in the next clock cycle
in CTL this can be written as
this property will always hold as long as req never gets true

either due to faulty implementation
or due to over constrained environment

Example

))(( ackAXreqAG →
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Vacuity Detection

Motivation Automate the detection of formulas that are trivially true
extend the notion of Antecedent Failure to Vacuity

explained later, more general than Antecedent Failure
use witness formulas to detect vacuity

if formula passes non-vacuous, provide a witness
find algorithm to generate witness formulas

Witness formula
for each formula Φ generate a witness formula w(Φ)

w(Φ) detects vacuous passes
w(Φ) generates a non-trivial witness for the satisfaction of 
Φ if it passes non-vacuously 

Explanation
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Beer97 – Vacuous Pass

Def.: Does Not Affect

[ ] φξψφ =←= |  iff  | MM

A sub-formula Ψ of formula Φ does not affect Φ in a model M if 
for every formula ξ

In other words: it does not matter whether Ψ evaluates to true
or false

A formula Φ passes vacuously in model M if M |= Φ and Φ
contains a sub-formula Ψ that does not affect Φ.
Vacuity implies Antecedent Failure (AF), as AF is a vacuous 
pass, where the right-hand side of an implication does not 
affect the formula.

Consider 
If req never gets true, the formula is not affected by  AX(ack)

Def.: Vacuous Pass

))(( ackAXreqAG →Example

[Beer et al. 1997]
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Beer97 – Important Operand

w-ACTL

∨∧¬ ,,

Informally, w-ACTL is ACTL with the restriction that at least 
one of the operands of all binary operators has to be a simple 
formula. A simple formula is a formula that only contains 
atomic propositions and the boolean operators 

Assume: Φ is a simple formula and Ψ a state-formula, then the 
following are valid w-ACTL formulas:

Only one operand (Important Operand) is considered. If an 
operator as a simple and a non-simple operand, the non-
simple operand is important. Further discussion see [Beer97]

Important Operand

[Beer et al. 1997]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]ΦΨΨΦΦΨΨΦΨΨΨ VAVAUAUAAXAGAF ,,,,,,
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Beer97 – Witness Formula

Def.: Witness Formula

))(( ackAXreqAG →=Φ

A formula w is a witness formula for a w-ACTL formula if for 
any model M:

M |= Φ and M |= w(Φ) <=> passes vacuously in M
If M |= Φ and M |= w(Φ) then for any counter-example C of 
w(Φ), Φ is satisfied (C |= Φ) non-vacuously

If Φ is a simple important formula, then w(Φ) = false

The other rules define rules for operators. No variable 
replacements. For details see [Beer97]

Consider

Witness Formula: 

Algorithm

Example

[Beer et al. 1997]

))(()(
))((()(

falseAXreqAGw
ackAXreqAGww

∨¬=Φ
∨¬=Φ
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Kupferman99 – Vacuous Pass

Extensions Compared to [Beer97] the following enhancements are made
allow CTL* instead of a sub-set of w-ACTL
check whether all sub-formulas affect the truth of the formula

no notion of important sub-formulas

The basic idea relies on polarity of sub-formulas
a sub-formula has pos. (neg.) polarity, if it is in the scope of an 
even (odd) number of negations
check for sub-formula occurrence with same polarity

a sub-formula Ψ may only appear with on polarity in a 
formula Φ

Basically: replace a sub-formula by false
for pos. (neg.) polarity in formula Φ, replace sub-formula Ψ by 
false (true)
can be decided in O(CM(| Φ |)*| Φ |)

Approach

[Kupferman et al. 1999]

Vacuity Detection
Algorithm
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Armoni03 – Introduction

Changes Compared to [Kupferman99]:
remove restriction to sub-formula occurrence
restrict to LTL
use semantic instead of syntactic perturbation

allow arbitrary perturbation of truth-value of sub-formula
make a distinction between

structure semantics, trace semantics, formula semantics

Use UQLTL
LTL with universal quantification for propositions
Example: 

Satisfaction and vacuity of formula Φ are defined for
structure
trace
function

Approach

[Armoni et al. 2003]

)(. pxGx →∀
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Armoni03 – Structure and Trace Sem.

Preliminaries

)( iff|,,, xsxiM iS σσπ ∈=

Let X be a set of propositional variables
σ: X -> 2S maps propositions to states
α: X -> 2N maps propositions to path points
si: i-th state along a path π

The relation |=S is defined as follows:

for all other cases use LTL rules

The relation |=T is defined as follows:

for all other cases use LTL rules

[Armoni et al. 2003]

[ ] SSSxxiM SS ⊆∀Ψ=←Ψ∀= ' |'i,,M, iff .|,,, σπσπ

Def.: Structure

Def.: Trace
)( iff|,,, xsxiM iT ααπ ∈=

[ ] NNNxxiM TT ⊆∀Ψ=←Ψ∀= ' |'i,,M, iff .|,,, απαπ
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Armoni03 – Vacuity

Def.: Vacuity

[ ]xxM S ←ΨΦ∀= .|

Let Φ be a formula satisfied in M and Ψ a sub-formula of Φ
Ψ does not affectf Φ iff M |= Φ[Ψ <- ξ] for every LTL formula ξ
Ψ does not affects Φ iff
Ψ does not affectT Φ iff

Vacuity in structure and formula semantics is sensitive to 
changes in the design that do not relate to the formula
Formula vacuity is sensitive to the specification language

To check whether Ψ affects Φ
apply Kupferman99 if Ψ is of pure polarity
construct extended model
model check M’ |= Φ[Ψ <- x]

[Armoni et al. 2003]

[ ]xxM T ←ΨΦ∀= .|

Properties

Algorithm

{ } ),',2,2,(' 0 LRSSxAPM xx ××∪=
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State Coverage – Covered Set
Motivation Find out what part of a model is covered by properties

coverage metrics for formal verification
use covered state space as a measure
use a sub-set of ACTL as language for property definition

State Coverage
for a formula (property) Φ define an unique observed signal q
find out in which states the value of q is crucial to the 
satisfaction of Φ

A covered set of states for an observed signal is the set of 
reachable states in which the value of the observed signal must 
be checked to prove satisfiability of the formula

Explanation

Def.: Covered Set

[Hoskote et al. 1999]
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State Coverage - Example
Example Consider the formula AG(p -> AXq) with observed signal q

The following limitations are stated in [Hoskote99]
metrics is model based

cannot detect missing functionality in the model
based on states not traces

the same state may be reached by several paths
unverified paths to that state may fail though the state is 
covered (by another path)

Limitations

p p,q

p

q
covered

uncovered

[Hoskote et al. 1999]
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Completeness of Props. - Introduction

Motivation Compare specification and implementation
“have I written enough properties?”
does the model implement all functionality?
use safety properties of ACTL

Construct a tableau for the specification Φ
a tableau is a Kripke structure satisfying Φ that can be 
compared to any model M satisfying Φ

Four comparison criteria
un-implemented initial state
un-implemented state
un-implemented transition
many to one

many implementation states mapped to one spec. state

Approach

[Katz et al. 1999]
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Completeness of Props. - Tableaus

Def.: Simulation Preorder Let M, M’ be two Kripke structures over the same set of atomic 
propositions. A relation                          is a simulation preorder 
if

If there is a simulation preorder from M to M’, it is said that M
simulates M’: 

For a formula Φ with M |= Φ, a Kripke structure T(Φ) (tableau)  
can be constructed with:

SIMssSsSs ∈′′∈′∃∈∀ ),( | 000000

)()(:),( sLsLSIMss ′=∈′∀

SIMssRsssRsss
SIMss

∈′∧′∈′′′∃⇒∈∀
∈′∀

),(),(,),(,
:),(

111111

SSSIM ′×⊆

Tableau Properties

Φ=Φ |)(T
( )Φ≤⇔Φ=∀ TMMM |,

M’ simulates M
MM ′≤

[Katz et al. 1999]
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Completeness of Props. - Algorithm

Algorithm For an implementation M and a specification Φ
model check M |= Φ
construct T(Φ)

compute SIM(M, T(Φ))

compute the reachable simulation preorder ReachSIM(M, T(Φ))

only states that can be reach on corresponding paths
check whether the 4 comparison criteria yield empty sets of 
states

For a model M, a formula Φ with M |= Φ and a tableau T(Φ)

That means: If criteria 1-3 hold, then M and T(Φ) are bisimilar
we have indeed written enough properties!
criterion 4 is used to check for redundancy in the 
implementation

What Do We Gain?
( ) MT ≤Φ→hold3-1criteria

[Katz et al. 1999]
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Conclusion

Problem Formal verification proves satisfaction of properties, but:
do we have enough properties?
do the properties match the implementation?
how many states of the implementation do we cover?
are there properties that can be trivially true?

Several approaches presented:
Vacuity Detection

deals with quality of properties
State Coverage

estimates how many states contribute to the truth of a 
property

Tableau Construction
check whether the specification covers all aspects of the 
implementation

Solution
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